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Owners say this powerful, Taiwanbuilt world cruiser carries Hinckley
quality at half the price.

T

he Mason 43 was introduced in 1978 by
Pacific Asian Enterprises (PAE), a Californiabased "developer" of Taiwan-built yachts.
The Mason 44 which uses the same hull but a
different deck mold, appeared in 1985, and is still in
production today. In all 180 43s and 44s have been
sold. Due to a program of continual refinement it is
probable that no two are exactly the same.
The Masons have earned a reputation for offering
quality approaching that of Hinckley Swan Alden
and Little Harbor at a lower price, largely due to
lower labor rates in Taiwan.

The Boat And The Builder
The Mason 43 was designed by Al Mason. During his
career Mason worked with Carl Alberg, John Alden,
Phi ·p Rhodes and Sparkman & Stephens , as well as
independently. His take on design is generally traditional , with pleasing proportions and gentle sheer
lines.
According to P AE's Joe Meglen, the 43 is an
"evolution of a successful CCA ocean racer named
Sitzmark," which in turn evolved from the Nevins
Yawl, Finisterre, and farther back, the New York 32.
The 44 was redesigned by PAE's in-house design
team. Changes included modifying the rudder lowering the cabin 2-1/2 inches increasing fuel tankage
eliminating the single quarter berth, bringing the
companionway aft, and making the mainsheet traveler run the full width of the cabin trunk.
PAE was formed by three yacht brokers (including
Meglen) who first formed their own brokerage, Lemest
Yacht Sales, and later decided to develop their own
boats. Besides the Mason line, they've also done the
Nordhavn 46 and 62 trawlers and are presently
working on a Jim Ta !or-designed 52-foot IMS boat.
Ta Shing Yacht Building Co. of Tainan, Taiwan,

Specifications
LOA ...... .......... ........... .............. 43' 11"
LWL .... ...................................... . 31' 3"
Beam .... ...... .. .... ................ ......... . 12' 4"
Draft (shoal/deep) ..... ... ...... 5' 6"/6' 3"
Displacement.. .................. 27 ,400 lbs.
Ballast (43) .......................... 8,4 00 lbs.
Sail area (cutter) ............... .. 899 sq. ft.

builds the molds and the boats for PAE. During a tour
of Taiwan boatbuilders in 1986 we felt that Ta Shing
was doing the best work of any Taiwanese-owned
and operated yard in the country (the other superior
yard at that time was Ted Hood's Little Harbor
facility) . Ta Shing also builds or has built the
Norseman 44 7 Skye 54, the Babas, Flying Dutchmans
and Pandas and its own Tasbiba and Taswell lines
which it markets directly.
The design of the Mason 43, with its long trunk
cabin, generous overhangs and full keel, makes no
pretenses of modernity. Apt adjectives include traditional, classic, handsome. and according to the ads
"timeless.' With its heavy displacement (d/l ratio=
400) and cutter or ketch rig, cruising is clearly its
intention.
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Owners' Comments
"She is a seakindly yacht and a joy to sail. According to our B&G we have had her as close as 30
degrees off the wind, although she (and we, too)
are happier a little more off the wind."
-1991 model in California
"I am absolutely captivated by the boat and am not
objective at all in my feelings toward her. The
general construction is of the highest standard.
Like an Irish hunter, she is a workhorse and a
lady-maybe not quite as fast around six furlongs
as a racehorse, but for the long pull, through
timber, brush and over walls, she is really something."

-1986 model in Maryland

Construction
The Mason boats are heavily built with solid fiberglass hulls, balsa-cored decks, and eight longitudinal foam/ fiberglass stringers for added stiffness.
Bulkheads are 3/4-inch mahogany plywood bonded
to the hull with foam in between to prevent hard
spots (the right way to do it). The hull/deck joint of
the 43 was originally through-bolted, caulked with
Thiokol and reinforced with stainless steel flat stock.
Meglen told us they later felt the stainless steel
wasn't doing anything structural and dropped it, in
part to save its 600-pound weight. Current boats are
through-bolted on 8-inch centers, alternating with
self-tapping screws also on 8-inch centers; the entire
joint is laminated over with three layers of mat and
woven roving. This, plus some other changes, enabled PAE to add 1,000 pounds to the ballast of the
44, without adding to overall displacement.
Fiberglass work is generally very good . One owner
responding to our call for reader input said his boat
arrived with a slight print through, but that the
dealer, Bass Harbor Marine in Maine, painted the
hull with Awlgrip at no charge to correct the problem.
A boat yard owner who has worked on a number
of Masons said. "Areas the average owner will never
see are finished with smooth, clean surfaces. The
total absence of fiberglass 'meathooks' in such spots
is much appreciated by yard workers. "
A number of owners reported minor blistering,
none serious.
Teak decks were standard on the 43, but not the
44. Teak is a wonderful non-skid surface, and nothing quite matches its looks. But there are usually

"Almost all Masons I have seen list to starboard.
This, I think, is because the starboard fuel tank is
100 gallons and the port fuel tank is 70 gallons. In
consuming water and fuel, it is important to
balance the use of one's tanks.
"I have certain options that l feel are essential:
foam insulation, a must for Maine; a freshwater
deck pump for washing down the boat; the saltwater deck pump for cleaning the rode and anchor; screens for all ports and hatches; the drain
and teak grate at the base of the companionway;
bronze edge and channel for companionway drop
boards; aft cabin berth four inches longer (I am 6'
1"),which makes the port cockpit locker smaller;
fuel skimmer at bottom of fue l tank.
"Boats should be as beautiful and as functional
as they are fun. The Mason 44 is all three. "
-1968 model in Massachusetts

attendant problems, especially leaks. One 44 owner
said, "l do not have a teak deck, and am not at all
sorry."
The amount of bright work on these boats is
considerable. After all, fancy joinerwork is the essential feature Taiwan builders have to offer, and
many American buyers lap it u p. But savvy owners
know it requires a lotofupkeep. The ownerofa 1989
model said, "Bright work maintenance has become a
nuisance in my life. I could do without the toe rail
and have them aluminum. Also, I would eliminate
the bright work 'eyelids' around the deck house, as in
the Cambria 44, as well as the cockpit coaming and
the Dorade boxes."
Speaking of Dorade boxes, the owner of a 1985
Mason 43 said his are mounted on plywood blocks
screwed to the deck, which after four years began to
delaminate and rot. The inappropriate use of plywood is, or at least was, a common problem on
Taiwan-built boats.
Much Taiwan metalwork, such as custom welded
stainless s teel fittings, has also been suspect. Several
owners of earlier Masons mentioned it.
The mast is a Forespar aluminum extrusion,
painted with polyurethane. As the cost of anodizing
increases (due to the difficulties and expenses of
toxic waste disposal), we'll see more and more painted
masts. They look great when new, but extra care
should he taken to prevent scratches that penetrate
to bare metal.
Turnbuckles are by Navtec, which we have rated
highly in past evaluations. Blocks are by Schaefer.
Running intermediate backstays are provided on the
cutter and double beadsail ketch rig for added support in h eavy air.
Practica l Boat Buying
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Interior
Both the 43 and 44 are aft cockpit, tri-cabin designs.
As can he seen in the plan, there is a V-berth or offset
double berth forward, U-shaped dinette, galley and
nav station amidship, and a private stateroom aft,
partially extending under the cockpit.
The companionway is offset to starboard and on
the 43 it is positioned several feet forward of the
cabin bulkhead. This unusual feature means added
distance from the cockpit to the safety of the cabin,
a movement that some owners feel is less than ideal
when sailing on port tack in a blow (the mainsheet
also.tends to inhibit access). An additional problem
was the difficulty in constructing a full dodger. Of
course, a partial dodger over the companionway is
possible, but this does little to protect the crew in the
cockpit.
In response to these complaints, the companionway of the 44 was moved aft, and the cockpit seating
lowered to provide higher backrests; this latter change
eliminated the single quarter berth.
As noted above, Taiwan builders are noted for
their joinerwork, sometimes performed to ridiculous excess in the form of Chinese dragons, poppy
flowers, and as designer Bob Perry is fond of observing, the building of "drawers inside of drawers."
Happily the Masons show considerable restraint;
their interiors are in fact exquisite.
Owners report very few problems, only a handful
of gripes concerning the interior. These include
leaky teak hatches (several highly recommend the
optional Lewmar hatches), absence of a good sail
locker on the 43 (despite voluminous stowage areas) .
marginal ice box insulation, settee too narrow for
maximum comfort, no positive latches for securing
cabin sole panels in event of knockdown, and difficulty in accessing tanks for cleaning.
The engine (usually aPerkins4-108 in the43, a55hp . Yanmar diesel in the 44) is located below the
cabin sole. Owners of both engines report high levels
of satisfaction with performance, though some feel
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the Perkins is "one size too small." Sound insulation
is excellent ("I can hardly hear it running."). While
this location places its weight low and presents no
problems building furniture around it, several owners did note that a surprise flooding of the bilge
immerses it. An automatic float switch for the bilge
pump is now standard: one owner recommends the
added measure of an alarm. Another noted that the
engine " .. .is difficult to access, especially at the
forward end where there are belts for the alternator
and refrigerator compressor." Because of its enormous sump, Meglen says it's not a worry. And the
location allows a horizontal propeller shaft for greater
efficiency under power.
Fuel tanks are painted steel and water tanks stainless . The owner of a 1988 Mason 44 said, "Her fresh
water capacity of 205 gallons is more than enough.
The manifold for the five tanks is a work of art." Fuel
capacity of the 44 is 160 gallons (a bit less in the 43),
giving meaningful ranges under power of 400 miles
minimum in worst-case head seas.

Performance
Underway, the Mason 43/44 is a big boat with the
displacement to power through choppy seas. Naturally. it does not have a racer's speed or closewindedness (partially due to a fat keel), but owners
are generally pleased with their boats' performance.
They consistently rate off-the-wind speed superior
to upwind speed, and balance as above average.
The one area which nearly every respondent commented on is stability. Due to its comparatively
narrow beam, low ballast-to-displacement ratio, and
large sail area, the boat heels quickly to 15-20 degrees, to lengthen the waterline, then digs in. This
appears more true of the 43 than the 44, which was
given additional ballast.

Various layours were offered, including one or two
heads, and in the forward cabin, choice ofV-berth or
offset double. The single quarter berth in the aft cabin
was eliminated in the 44.

Mason 43/44
The owner of a 1984 model echoed the sentiments of
many when he wrote, "My earliest experiences sailing the boat were frustrating as I found we had to reef
beating in 15-16 knots of wind. I thought I'd bought
a very tender boat. It took me a while to realize that
the enormous mainsail, such a boon to light air
breezes, made me crazy when the wind increased.
When the first reef is in, the rail comes up and the
boat goes like a shot. Once I understood the trad~-off
between light-air performance and the first reef, I
grew to appreciate the design decision leading to the
larger main."
In heavy weather, both models are exceptionally
seakindly. The owner of a 1985 model recounted
spending the night 60 miles offshore in the remnants
of a hurricane, with 35-knot sustained winds and
much higher gusts. Wave heights averaged 15 feet.
"We made progress upwind at 4-5 knots under doublereefed main and staysail, until I was too tired to stay
on watch. I hove to for eight hours. The motion was
comfortable enough to sleep and not once did I feel
unsafe. The boat needed zero attention, staying perfectly balanced. "
For powering, owners recommend a feathering prop
such as the Max Prop, which one owner said improved handling, and gave him an extra half knot of
speed under sail. Several owners noted sluggish
response to the helm at slow speeds.

Conclusion
Mason 43 owners have mixed feelings about the
changes made in the 44 . Some appreciate the 44's
additional ballast and conventional companionway,

which allows easier fitting of a full dodger. Others
feel that the 44 is somewhat less attractive, with a
"less sophisticated interior finish."
Mason 44 owners retaliate, saying that their cockpits are "much better" than the 43s, which suffer
from a lack of ergonomics, especially backrests that
are too low.
Almost all owners emphasized that their complaints are for the most part niggling, and that on the
whole they adore their boats. "The Mason 44 is
probably the prettiest vessel I have ever seen," wrote
one owner. "She has sweet lines, capped by a perfect
sheer. Her finish is outstanding and her belowdecks
woodwork rivals Hinckley and Little Harbor." Not
one regretted his purchase, and many see their Mason as the last boat they'll ever own. With few
exceptions, owners feel PAE is a conscientious company that addresses its customers ' problems with
care and expedition.
The Mason 43/44 is a heavily built cruising boat
with complex systems. Most problems are associated with accessories, not with the basic structure
and rig. She is seakindly, balances well, and is good
in light air, though the large mainsail needs to be
reefed early when the wind pipes up.
Prices vary considerably according to age, condition and equipment. Earlier models probably represent better values, as rising labor rates in Taiwan
have increased the cost of producing the later models.
It's a good production boat for long-distance cruising. But the large amount of bright work demands
constant maintenance.
• PS

Price History
$240,000
$220,000
$200,000

-+-

'82 Mason 43

-+- '87 Mason 44

$180 ,000
$160 ,000
$140 ,000
$120,000

•Initial price of 44 is F.O.B. or P.O.E.
base price without options. Used prices
reflect equipped boats in good condition.

$100 , 000-t-~~~--.-~~~---.~~~---,,...-~~~..--~~~-.-~~~........-~~~-.-~~~~
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